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GOLF
Welcome to Pocket Sports Golf and the Green Moose Valley golf course showing each of the 18 holes with the yardage 
from regular and Championship tees.This course is totally unique and designed for Pocket Sports Golf. 

Although most golf a�cionados are more than used to adding numbers and keeping track of their score, do expect to 
use a paper and pen.

Just as in a real round of golf, the aim is to keep your score as low as possible. The dice represent your golf clubs. You 
have 1 wood, 3 irons, a wedge & a putter. All dice have di�erent distances they hit so club selection will be important! 
You also have a Power die (arrows marked up & down) that boosts or limits distance according to the wind, and a 
Hazard die*

Order of play 
Write down each player’s initials on a piece of paper to use as your scorecard. The player on top will tee o� �rst, 
followed by the players below. The player who has travelled the shortest distance from the tee will then be �rst to take 
their second shot, just as in real golf. Subtract how many yards are left to the hole for your next shot and use the most 
suitable club. Complete the hole, write down the score and move onto the next hole.

Teeing O�
When teeing o�, simply roll either the 1 Wood or 3 Iron die, together with the Power die. If extra or reduced yardage is 
the result to your drive/shot on the Power die, simply add or subtract and record the distance. If the word ‘Hazard’ 
appears, record your distance and roll the brown Hazard die.

Hazards & Penalties*
Most holes will have the possibility of your ball �nding a hazard, however, only the two longest hitting clubs  (1 Wood & 
3 Iron) must be rolled together with the Power die anytime they are used. You will always avoid any Hazards when using 
the 7 Iron, 9 Iron, Wedge or Putter.

Hazard die results:       Water    = + 1 stroke to your score on that hole
  Trees     = you may only use your 7 Iron for your next shot
  Sand/Gallery = you may only use your Wedge for your next shot
  Rough = you may only use your 9 Iron for your next shot
  Safe = a lucky bounce has avoided any hazards. Play as a normal shot

Putting - To sink the ball and �nish a hole, you only need to roll the distance required - or higher/longer.
If you need to putt 6 yds and you roll 13yds on the Putting die, that's in the hole. There's no overshooting, only putting 
short!

So hitting it 1 yard when you need 3yds requires another roll of the putting die. It’s supposed to hurt as much as 
choking on the green in 'real' golf.

 

GREEN MOOSE VALLEY

1W 3I 7I 9I SW         Putter
300 230 175 85 40 16
280 210 160 75 32 13
265 195 140 65 28 10
240 180 120 57 23 7
215 165 105 45 18 4
180 145 90 35 15 1

Club distance quick reference chart

+20

Player 1 hits 265yds
and gains an extra 20 yds.
He records 285yds

Player 2 hits 180yds
and �nds a Hazard.
In this case, it’s the Water
and adds a stroke penalty

Hazard Water
+1 stroke



Caddy Tips
Each player also has a trusted caddy they can consult during the round. There are 4 ‘Caddy Tips’ available to be used 
once only per round to get you out of trouble, or improve a good shot into a great shot for the highlights reel. You may 
use them at any time. Simply record Caddy Tips on a scoresheet to indicate they can no longer be used.
There is a PDF scoresheet you can download from our website. 
 
  
   Recovery : use this to allow 1 reroll of any die (ie - reroll the Power die if Hazard appears) 

  
  Chip : use this to give a 5 yard grace (plus or minus) for a chip shot with your wedge

  
  Putt : use this to give a 2 yard grace (plus or minus) 

  
  Back Spin : use this to give 10% backspin for a shot with your iron

These tips can be used together - Ie A player uses a 3 iron o� the tee. He knows the distance hit, calculates with 10% 
backspin on a Par 3 will leave him 2yds from the hole. He can then use the 2yd putt grace and claim a hole in 1!

COURSE CARDS

The two course cards list all 18 holes, the par required for each hole and the distance you need to achieve in a regular 
game. 

Skins play (no Caddy Tips)  
Feeling pretty good about your game? Played the course a few times to know when and where to use the Caddy Tips? 
Well they won’t help you anymore. The ‘SKINS’ listed for each hole are awarded to the player that wins the hole. If two or 
more players score the same for an individual hole, the cash amount carries over to the next hole and continues to 
accrue until 1 player wins a hole.

Championship tees 
The cards also list longer distances for players looking for a more challenging round. Each hole has extra distance 
added. If you wish to turn a game into a tournament, simply carry scores over from the end of the round and play 
another 18 holes!

Match Play - perfect for a 4 player game. Take alternate shots until the your team holes out.

Things to remember!
You can't avoid doing some basic addition and subtraction while playing Pocket Golf. The game requires you to keep 
track of your current distance by adding up the distances you've hit so far. 

At the same time you'll need to subtract your current progress from the overall length of each hole, to �gure out how far 
you have to go to the pin, and thereby �gure out the best die to roll for your next hit.

Round up/down any results. Ie 10% backspin on a 27yd shot = 2.7  Round this up to 3yds. If it’s 2.3, round it down to 
2yds.

Remember to use your Caddy Tips when they best suit the situation - they cannot be carried over in Tournament play 
and cannot be used in Skins.

Unlike real golf, you are encouraged to ‘bork’ your opponent. Put the hoodoo on him, suggest he wears a snorkel when 
he tees o� and tell him to take a towel for the beach! Enjoy!

Want to play more Pocket Sports games?  - www.pocketsports.com.au 
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